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Paul Hodges (b. 1974, Melbourne) is a mid-career artist

known for his figurative paintings. He is an incredible colourist,

and while his preferred medium is painting, he has worked across

a variety of mediums throughout his career. 

Inspired by dancers, models and the romantic Old Masters,

his work concentrates on representing the human figure in motion, 

which he sources from magazines and books. which he sources from magazines and books. 

Hodges has worked in the Arts Project studio since 1998 and 

has presented numerous solo and group exhibitions. 

His work is held in the National Gallery of Victoria 

(as gifted by Stuart Purves) 

and in private collections throughout Australia.
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Mutia Bunga (b 1995)
is a visual artist who explores the possibilities
to articulate the surreal yet familiar feelings

she experienced in her intercultural surroundings,
Bali & Yogyakarta - Indonesia.

These two crucial cities where she was born, grew up,
and lived, are both surrounded by & close to nature.and lived, are both surrounded by & close to nature.

Her experiences of living in the middle of a progressive yet
simultaneously rich-in-traditional culture surroundings

show through her works that often feel like these feelings of
being in between a contradictory yet cohesive union.

She is fascinated by hybrid practices in science,
where imagination is needed by scientists to experiment with

diverse elements & materials to form one new particular thing/being.diverse elements & materials to form one new particular thing/being.
This fascination inspires her to focus both her personal & collective works

on ecological & environmental issues. These themes are esp. bluntly manifested in
Tactic Plastic works, a multi-disciplinary art collective

that uses recycled household plastic waste as its primary material,
which she co-initiated in 2016 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

She articulates the same theme in her works through her bold & intuitive
play of contradicting colors, dynamic strokes,play of contradicting colors, dynamic strokes,

combinations of fragmented forms & expressive ink washes.
Her watercolor-heavy-mixed-media landscapes

and abstraction paintings present these qualities beautifully.
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